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legeThis is for the information of all the regular students of the col that they

must;

1. Enter the college between 09:30 & 10:45 am.

2. Be dressed in proper uniform as prescribed by the college.

3. Carry their valid college l-cards in the college premises.

q. Do not leave the college before 0L:00 pm.

The students who are without proper college uniform & do not have a valid

college l-Card shall not be allowed to enter the college.
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Copy to:
1. All Heads, Coordinators for circulation among the students,
2. Notice Boards

3. Office File, for records

NOTICE
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This is for the information of all those students who are currently appearing in

the university examinations that they must;

1. Enter the college only after 0L:00 pm.

2. Be dressed in proper uniform as prescribed by the college.

3. Carry their valid college l-cards in the college premises.

4. Carry their valid Admit Cards to the examination centers.

The examinees who are without proper college uniform & do not have a valid

college l-Card & Admit-Card shall not be allowed to enter the college.
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Copy to:
t. All Heads, for circulation among their students,
2. Notice Boards

3. Office File, for records
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